
HELPING YOU 
TO SECURE 
YOUR CARGO
L4V CARGO SECURITY RANGE



Reduce risk and optimise your 
supply chain resilience
Locks 4 Vans is regarded as a dynamic and innovative partner for companies 
looking to secure their supply chain logistics. We exist to help our customers 
protect their cargo from criminal attack or theft by delivering an award-winning 
range of locking and shielding solutions for commercial vehicles.

L4V CARGO LOCKS
The L4V cargo lock range has been developed as a security upgrade for the 
logistics sector. The improved locking mechanism and more robust design of 
these products help to prevent the handle from being forced open. 

The more substantial T-Series key and cylinder also reduces accidental key 
breakage, which is a contributing factor of vehicle downtime.

Exclusive to L4V, these are the only locks of their kind on the market for  
box body vans, trailers and large trucks.

L4V SHUTTER LOCKS
The L4V Shutter Locks are made from stainless steel and are suitable for roller 
shutters or side-sliding doors on HGV’s. and Box-Body LCV’s.

Whilst they are ideally fitted during body-build operations, these locks can 
easily be retrofitted to “in fleet” vehicles. The heavy-duty metal ensures security, 
reliability, and longevity.



To be installed at the body-build stage

Integrated L4V high security cylinder

Semi-slamlock operation

Can be keyed alike to other L4V T-Series locks and cylinders

Recessed pan handle

Made from stainless steel

Suitable for refrigerated vehicles

Internal release system to prevent driver from being locked inside

Can be retro-fitted to in-fleet vehicles

Integrated L4V high security cylinder

Deadlocking system

Can be keyed alike to other L4V T-Series locks and cylinders

Recessed pan handle

Made from stainless steel

Suitable for refrigerated vehicles

L4V HEAVY DUTY PAN HANDLE 
CARGO LOCK

L4V LIGHT DUTY PAN HANDLE 
CARGO LOCK

Key features Key features 

L4V CARGO SECURITY SOLUTIONS



Available for both side and rear doors

Fully automatic “slam operation”

Simple single-handed operation

High-security lock for heavy-duty HGV trailer doors

Used by major logistics operators

Suitable for Electric and Hybrid variants

Ideal for Luton/Box Body vehicle conversions

Available for roller shutters only

Semi-slamlock or deadlock operation

Can be keyed alike to other L4V T-Series locks and  
cylinders

Can be used on any type of narrow slat shutter

L4V HEAVY DUTY SHUTTERLOCK L4V NARROW SLAT SHUTTERLOCK

Key features Key features 

L4V SHUTTER LOCKS



Talk to our security 
specialists today for your 
free risk assessment
Call  07494 784323
Email dean.cassar@locks4vans.co.uk
www.locks4vans.co.uk

@Locks4VansLtd @locks4vansl4vLocks 4 Vans Ltd             Locks4VansLtd


